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MODULAR FORMS OF DEGREE n AND REPRESENTATION

BY QUADRATIC FORMS V

YOSHIYUKI KITAOKA

Let A, B be integral symmetric positive definite matrices of degree m
and two, respectively, and suppose that A[X] = B is soluble over Zp for
every prime p. If m > 7 and min B = min B[x] (Z2 a x Φ 0) is sufficiently
large, then A[X] = B is soluble over Z. We gave a conditional result
for m = 6 in [7] under an assumption on the estimate from above of a
kind of generalized Weyl sums. Here we give an unconditional result for
special sequences of B.

THEOREM. Let A (resp. B) be an even integral positive definite sym-
metric matrix of degree six (resp. two). For any sufficiently large integer
m which is prime to det A, A[X](= ιXAX) = mB has an integral solution
IeM 6 ) 2(Z) if A[X] = mB has an integral solution over Zp for every prime
p dividing det A.

As usual Z, Zv denote the ring of rational integers, and p-adic integers,
respectively. A symmetric matrix is called even integral if all entries are
integral and moreover diagonals are even.

§1.

Let A be an even integral positive definite matrix of degree six. We
denote by q the level of A, that is, q is the minimum positive integer such
that qA~ι is even, q and det A have the same prime divisors. We consider
the theta function

0(Z, A) = Σ exp (πί tr A[G]Z),
GeMQι2(Z)

where Z is a symmetric complex matrix of degree two with positive de-
finite imaginary part. It is clear that

Θ(Z, A) = 2 r(T, A) exp (πί tr TZ)
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for

M(Z)|A[G] = T},

and it is a modular form of degree two, weight three and level q ([3]).
Decompose Θ(Z, A) as Θ(Z, A) = E(Z) + g(Z) where E(Z) is the SiegeΓs
weighted sum of theta functions for quadratic forms in the genus of A,
that is, E(Z) = (Σ ^(A,)-1)"1 Σ ^(A^βiZ, At) where {A,} is a complete
set of representatives of isometry classes in the genus of A and #O(A )̂
is the order of the unit group of Au and the constant term of the Fourier
expansion of g(Z) vanishes at every cusp. Put

* <* TZ),

Then from [9], we know that for T > 0,

a(T) = πnmzYιmi2)-ι\A\ATr Π αp(Af T),

where Γ is the gamma function and ap is the so-called local density. We
fix even positive definite integral matrix TQ. Here we note that if q is
odd, then A represents primitively every regular even binary symmetric
matrix T over Z2 (c.f. the proof of Lemma 6 in [6]) and hence a2{A, T) > c0

for some positive cQ independent of T. Therefore Remark on p.p. 142 ~ 143
in [6] implies that a(mTQ) > cm3~ε for any ε > 0 if a(mT0) Φ 0 and m is
prime to q, where c is a positive constant independent of m. It is easy
to see that the condition a(mTQ) Φ 0 is valid if and only if A[X]= mTQ

is soluble over Zp for every prime divisor of q. It remains to show that
b(mT0) = O(m?~κ) for some K > 0 if (m, q) = 1, which is obviously sharper
than the theorem.

§2.

We recall results of Evdokimov which we need here. Let

'MJM = J} for J = ( °
\ —1 2 02 0

with the identity matrix 12 of degree 2 and Γ2(q) be a principal con-
gruence subgroup {M eΓ2\M = 14 mod q} for a natural number q. A holo-
morphic function F on the Siegel upper half-plane of genus 2, which is
the set of all complex symmetric binary matrices with positive definite
imaginary part, is called a modular form of weight 3 and level q if
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(F]M)(Z) :=\CZ + D\-Ψ(M(Z)) = F(Z)

for every matrix M = (^ **\ e Γt(q\ where M(Z) = (AZ + B)(CZ + D)-1.

Wz(q) denotes the set of all modular forms of weight 3 and level q. Let
ξ, ψ be Dirichlet characters modulo q. We denote by Wll(q; ξ, ψ) the set
of modular forms F e %Jll(q) which satisfies

(F\ΐ(m, n))(Z) — ξ(m)ψ(n)F(Z) for integers m, n prime to q

//n-1 \

where ϊ(m, ή) is any element of Γ2 such that ϊ(m, n) = mod q.

\ nf
Then from [δ] we know that g(Z) in Section 1, for which the constant term
of the Fourier expansion of (g\N)(Z) vanishes for every NeΓ2, is a linear
combination of modular forms F such that F is in Wll(q; ξ, ψ), is a com-
mon eigen function of so called Hecke operators and satisfies Φ2(F\N) = 0
for every N e Γ2 for the SiegeΓs Φ operator. We have only to show that
for such a modular form F(Z) = £ c(T) exp (2πiq~1 tr ΊZ\ c(mT0) = 0{mz~K)
for some K > 0 is valid if (m, g) = 1 with To fixed (det TQ Φ 0).

First suppose that F(Z) is a cusp form, that is, Φ(F\N) — 0 for every
NeΓ2. Then it is shown in [8J that c(T) = O(|Γ|3/2-Λ/2) is valid for some
K > 0 if det T Φ 0.

Hence the case that F is not a cusp form remains and it is treated
in the next section.

§3.

Let F=Σic(T)exp(2πiq-1trTZ) be an element in Wz(q\ ξ, ψ) and
suppose that F is an eigen function of all Hecke operators,

F\ T(m) = λ(m)F for (m, q) = 1, and

Φ\F\M) = 0 for every M e Γ 2 but

Φ(F\N) φ 0 for some i\Γe Γ2.

LEMMA 1. Let m be a natural number relatively prime to q. Suppose

that M e M4(Z) satisfies M = ί 2 ^ J mod <?, 'MJM = mJ for J defined

above. Denoting by if(m) any element of Γ2 which satisfies

\
Yκ( )moάq for

mlJ \ m\J
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we have

KΓ2(q)MΓ2(q) = Γ2(q)MΓ2(q)K^ .

Proof. Let {MJ be representatives of left cosets of Γ2(q)MΓ2(q) by Γ2(q),

i.e. Γ2(q)MΓ2(q) = U Γ2(q)Mt. Since Γ2MF2 = U Γ2M, is disjoint, M<K™

— giMs{ί) for some gt e A and some permutation s. Considering both sides

modulo q, we have K = gt mod q, and hence gιK~ι e Γ2(g). Thus we have

Γ2(q)MΓ2(q)K™ = U ΓMMtK™ = U Γ2(q)gίMs(i) = U Γ2(q)(giK-r)KMs(i)

= U KΓ2(q)MHi) = KΓ2{q)MΓ2(q\

LEMMA 2. For Dirichlet characters Xu X2, Z3 modulo q, we put F(Z; Xl9

χ2? χ3) = ^x^mdMm^im^FlN^rim,, m3) where mί (i = 1, 2, 3) rons oi er

a complete set of residue classes prime to q and ϊ(m2, m3) is an element in

Γ2 defined above. Then there are characters Xt (i = 1, 2, 3) which satisfy

that

2) F(Z; Xu X2, *,)| T(m) = λ(m)Xι(m)F(Z; Xu Z2, X3) if (m9 q) =

3)

Proof. By virtue of the previous lemma, we have, for m prime to q,

F(Z; Xu X2, Xz)\T(m) = Σ

= λ(m)

= λ(m)Xι(m)F(Z;9 Xu X2, X,) .

The last assertion is obvious. Suppose that ΦF(Z; Xu X2, Xz) = 0 for all Xt

then we have

φ(qYΦ(F\N) = Φ(Σ F(Z; Xu X2, Xs)) = 0 .

This contradicts Φ(F\N) Φ 0.

LEMMA 3. λ(m) = O(m5/2+e) /or any ε > 0.

Proof. By the previous lemma, we may assume ΦF Φ 0; then / = ΦF

is a non-zero cusp form of weight 3 and level q on the classical upper

half-plane and is an eigen function of all Hecke operators T(m), (m, q)

= 1([5]). Put f\T(m) = t(m)f. By easy calculations we have

λ(p)f = Φ(F\ T(p)) = (1 + ψ(p)p)t(p)f,

« / = Φ(F\T(p>)) = {(1

/ ^ 0 implies
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λ(p) = (1

λip1) = (1 + f(p)p + ψ(p*)p2)t(P

2) + ξψ(p)p%l - p-1

and

Qp,F(x) :=1- λ(p)x

- t(p)f(p)px

noting

t(PY = t(p*)

It follows from Section 7 in [4] that

Σ λ(m)m-s = L(2s - 2,
(m,5)=i (p,g)=i

= / y ξψ(m)μ(m)\( y, W V ŷ  t(m)ψ(m)\

where ^ is the mδbius function.

Thus we have, for m relatively prime to q

= O(

= O(m5/2+ε) for any ε > 0 .

PROPOSITION. For fixed TQ > 0, we have c(mTQ) = O(m5/2+ε) for any

ε > 0 if m is relatively prime to q.

Proof. For our modular form F (which does not necessarily satisfy

ΦFφ 0), L(2s - 2, ξψ) Σ<m,,)^Km)m-s = Π<P.*>-I QPAP'T1 holds (§7 in [4]).

By Theorem 7.1 and Remark 1 in [4] we know that

Σ c(mTQ)m-s

(m,q)=l

is a finite sum of products of finite Dirichlet series and

Π Qp,F(p~s)~1Ldf2(s — 1, X)'1,

where X is a character of ideal classes with respect to the order of of con-

ducter / in the quadratic field Q(V-|Γ 0 | ), (d/2 = - 4|Γ0|), and Ldfi(s, X) =
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Π*(l — XQ&NQβ)-)-1 where φ runs through all regular prime ideals of
of whose norm N(ψ) is prime to q. We note that the above Remark 1
without proof is based on the fact that the left hand of (7.3) there is
multiplied by X(b)X(b), taking Ub as representatives instead of U for b
prime to q. Putting

Σ λ'(m)m-s:= Π QPtFiP'TιLdf,(8 - 1, X)"1

(m,Q)=l (P,Q)=1

= Σ Km)m-sL{2s - 2, ξψ)Ldf*(s - 1, X)'1,Σ
)Lemma 3 implies λ\m) = O(m5/2+ε) for any positive ε.

Thus we have proved the proposition and hence the theorem.

Remark, It is easy to see that the same estimate from below of the
expected main term as in the text holds if either mB is primitively re-
presented by A over Zv at every prime p dividing det A, or ptp does not
divide m with tp arbitrarily fixed at each prime p where the Witt index
of the p-adic completion of a quadratic space corresponding to A is less
than 2 (this implies p \ det A). Evolving the JHecke theory at primes divid-
ing the level, we may get the same estimate of the error term and improve
our theorem. If the relations due to Andrianov-Evdokimov between Fourier
coefficients and eigenvalues of Hecke operators are also valid for primitive
Fourier coefficients and eigenvalues, then our theorem is valid for primitive
representations. Here the primitive Fourier coefficients a*(T) is defined
from Fourier coefficients a{T) as follows, following Bδcherer-Ragahvan:
On Fourier coefficients of Siegel modular forms:

a(T)=

where det G Φ 0 and T[G~ι] is half-integral, (c.f., Theorem 1.7.2 on p. 162

in [7]).

Remark, When we consider a similar representation problem of binary
quadratic forms T by a quinary positive definite quadratic form, the es-
sential part of the expected main term is det T apart from the infinite
product of local densities. Hence we need the estimate a(T) = O(\Tf~*)
for some ε > 0 for Fourier coefficients a(T) of cusp forms of weight 5/2
and degree 2.

Let M(~ A4 J_ <4» be an even quinary decomposable positive definite
quadratic form of det = 20. The class number of gen M is two and another
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form is given by

2(xl + xl + x\ + xl + 3*5 — x
x
x

2
 — x

λ
x

z
 — XiX

4
 — X\Xf, + X2X5 + X3X5)

Using a computer, we know that all even binary quadratic form of
det < 1000 except A(x2 + xy + y2) is represented by M. Does this suggest
that with respect to the representation problem of binary forms whose
minimum is sufficiently large, by this quinary form we can expect an ex-
istence of a solution or more strongly the asymptotic formula of solu-
tions? Are there any examples like M, that is, is there, for 2 < n < m
a positive definite quadratic form M of rank = m such that any positive
definite quadratic form of rank = n represented by gen M is represented
by M?
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